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Greensafe has seen rapid growth since inception in 2012.  
To allow us to expand in a structured way, the business is split into five divisions; each with a unique goal.  
Alongside these divisions, Greensafe promote, through our partners, an expanded portfolio of services.  
• GSI – traditional ITAD services   • GSC – supply chain   • GSS – IT spares and logistics   • GSW – WEEE, lamps, batteries and waste streams 
• GSG – globally focused hardware sales, leasing and buy-back   • GSP – trusted partner services  

 GREENSAFE SUPPLY  
 CHAIN GSC 
• Datacentre relocation, 
  decommission, recommission 
•	 Office	relocations 
•	 Configuration,	build	 
 and installation 
• Bonded stock 
• Returns management 
• Project management 
• Onsite installation engineers 
• Carbon neutral  
	 and	offset	options 
• Large scale deployment  
 projects

 GREENSAFE SPARES 
 GSS 
• IT spares and logistics 
• Engineers 
• Enterprise spares and logistics 
• IT Loans 
•	 Onsite	and	offsite	repair

 GREENSAFE GLOBAL 
 GSG 
• IT remarketing  
• IT buy back 
• IT sales 
• Global coverage 
• Leasing & maintenance deals

 GREENSAFE WASTE  
 GSW 
• WEEE, lamps and batteries 
• Ad-hoc waste disposal 
• Waste container solutions 
• Waste consultancy services

 GREENSAFE PARTNER 
 SERVICES GSP 
• Datacentre hosting 
• Technical courier solutions 
• Datacentre and networking 
 infrastructure services 
•	 Office,	CAD,	rebuild,	furniture
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Greensafe is a market leading IT services  
and recycling business (secure ITAD), who can  
also offer a range of complementary supply  
chain services all under one roof.
As an IT recycler we have overseen in excess of 3.5 million 
devices through the IT lifecycle and, as a result, are perfectly 
placed to provide our customers with guidance and advice 
through this complex market. 

As a supplier of IT services, we can offer a huge range  
of additional services, such as IT spares and logistics  
throughout the UK, as well as datacentre and office 
relocations, configuration and build, bonded stock,  
engineers and project managers along with Greensafe  
Global; our hardware specialist IT brokerage service.  

Greensafe is one of the most certified IT recycling  
companies in the UK; reassuring customers that we are 
focused on security, processes and quality of service.

 GREENSAFE ITAD  
 GSI 
• Secure collection 
• Full asset management 
•	 Onsite	and	offsite	data	erasure 
•	 Onsite	and	offsite	 
 media shredding 
• Unique mobile erasure  
 and shredding options 
• Reporting and data wipe 
	 destruction	certification 
• IT refurbishment and upgrades 
• IT remarketing and IT buy back 
•	 Secure	office	box	solution 
• Mobile phone recycling 
• Global ITAD solutions

REGISTERED WITH: REGISTERED WITH:

hard disk drives destroyed populated rack 
cabinets removed

data tapes destroyed

of materials 
reclaimed 
for re-use

devices overseen by 
our management team

data breach risk securecombined management experience in the delivery  
of large scale supply chain & ITAD services



There are many reasons why increasing numbers  
of businesses and organisations are choosing  
to offset their emissions. Talk to us today  
to find out how you can get involved. 
• Meet corporate and social responsibility (CSR) targets

• Provide structure to CSR activities

• Give back to local communities where business  
 is being done/products sourced

• Help reduce global CO2 emissions

• Help enhance developing countries 

• Foster local community relations

• Help to build brand reputation

• Deliver PR advantages

• Differentiate yourselves from competitors

• Balance out emissions and becoming carbon neutral

Greensafe offer a complete total cost of ownership 
package for datacentre migration. This is generally cost 
neutral - or better - for the client, whilst providing the 
data security and sanitisation required, with one of the 
most comprehensive set of ITAD WEEE accreditations 
and certifications available in the UK. The service 
offering of onsite or offsite data wiping and destruction, 
along with collection, refurbishment, re-marketing 
and recycling services, creates the best total cost of 
ownership available in the UK. 

Greensafe also offer corporate social responsibility 
programs, carbon offset and charitable giving and  
use of the greenest vehicles available in the UK;  
whilst making sure our internal processes offer  
a 0% landfill policy and cardboard/packaging recycling 
system. With Greensafe’s services, migration from 
datacentre to Cloud can take place in a secure and cost 
effective managed environment. Greensafe offer quality 
assurance and performance testing as standard. As and 
when G-cloud 10 is released, Greensafe will migrate.

Government and corporate environments 
typically have their own datacentres,  
which include all of the infrastructure, 
cabling, racks,  IT servers, switches,  
routers, UPS and data storage hardware.  
To migrate away from owning your IT 
equipment - which typically has a CAPEX 
associated with it - to a Cloud environment - 
which is typically OPEX - you must be  
able to securely manage your IT hardware 
in the existing data centre; before you can 
migrate to the managed Cloud environment.
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The EU General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). GDPR will be 
enforced from 25 May 2018. UK 
organisations that process the personal 
data of EU residents have only  
a short time to ensure compliance.
Introduced to keep pace with the modern digital 
landscape, GDPR is more extensive in scope and 
application than the current Data Protection Act 
(DPA). The Regulation extends the data rights of 
individuals, and requires organisations to develop 
clear policies and procedures to protect personal 
data, and adopt appropriate technical  
and organisational measures.

DATA PROTECTION & THE LAW
Many companies don’t have the information necessary 
to put together appropriate asset disposal protocols 
to cover Article 25. It is therefore essential, that when 
selecting a vendor, consideration is given to the vendors 
expertise and certifications, in particular ISO 27001 
Information Security Management. Greensafe can give 
the reassurance required that you are following the 
correct process. All staff are security cleared and you 
will be provided with a fully auditable data destruction 
process and certification. 

Under GDPR the originators of data and the contractors 
to destroy the data will be held jointly responsible for 
ensuring safe data destruction and, should a breach 
occur, are jointly liable. It is the responsibility of the 
data originators to ensure that they have a contracted, 
credible and compliant supplier.

PENALTIES UNDER GDPR
The regulation mandates considerably tougher penalties 
than the DPA: organisations found in breach of the 
regulation can expect administrative fines of up to 4%  
of annual global turnover or €20 million – whichever  
is greater. Fines of this scale could very easily lead  
to business insolvency. 

THE BREXIT QUESTION
UK organisations handling personal data will still need  
to comply with GDPR, regardless of Brexit. GDPR will  
come into force before the UK leaves the European 
Union, and the government has confirmed that  
the regulation will apply, a position that has been  
confirmed by the Information Commissioner. 

GREENSAFE ITAD 
GSI

GDPR
BE PREPARED
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WHY CHOOSE GREENSAFE ITAD?
•  HMG approved data erasure solutions

•  Full asset report produced as standard  
 with every computer recycling collection

•  The ability to generate revenue from 80% of  
 equipment returned to us on an average collection

•  Secure dedicated collections  
 all with security cleared staff

•  Most certified, secure and comprehensive  
 mobile shredding solutions in the market

•  Approved and certified by the Environment Agency

• 0% landfill policy

• Blancco data erasure software

• Mobile phone recycling packages also available

• Trade-in programmes and IT buy-back solutions

• Global coverage

SIMPLE 5-STEP PROCESS 
1  Agree list of devices for collection. 
2  Attend site with cleared engineers, 
 collect devices in secure containers.
3  Containers returned to Greensafe  
 for data wiping and assessment.

4 Remarket, refurbish or recycle items 
 - tailored to customer requirement.

5  Detailed report delivered, with data  
 erasure and/or destruction certificates  
 for each data bearing device processed.

Greensafe have a fleet of secure collection 
vehicles to undertake customer collections.  
We also have a dedicated logistics partner, 
allowing us to collect IT from anywhere in 
the UK at the best possible rates without 
compromising the risks associated with 
transporting redundant IT Equipment. 
Every collection is allocated a security cleared (SC)  
driver to ensure the data and products are treated 
in accordance with MOD guidelines. This is the most 
comprehensive security clearance for the collection 
and logistics industry. This, along with the dedicated 
collection services, ensures the transport for our 
customer’s equipment is handled to the highest levels.

To complement our secure collections service,  
we offer different levels of tracking for our 
customers, to include:
• Individually scanning each unit serial and asset number   
 onsite and providing an electronic report once complete

•  Cross-checking each device against the customer’s 
 inventory estate to identify out of scope products

•  Geo-fencing capability

• Security sealed vehicles with satellite tracking

Every secure collection undertaken, uses a secure plastic 
pallet box to ensure items, once scanned and located  
in boxes, cannot be tampered with until the collection  
is received at our facility. The customer has peace of  
mind that the items are not only shipped on a dedicated  
collection vehicle, but are also sealed in secure pallets.  
This guarantees our secure collection service is the most 
reliable and resilient in the ITAD industry.
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WHEELIE BIN
Secure	storage	of	IT	disposal	products	or	confidential	
documents. Easily moved around onsite. For small items  
such as hard disk drives, USB pens, optical media  
and DLT tapes. Locked with a key; ensuring any data 
sensitive	devices	or	confidential	documents	stored	 
within are safe and secure.

Holds approx. 100kgs of IT hardware or confidential paper.

PALLETBOX
Cost	effective	and	flexible	storage	of	IT	disposal	products	 
or	confidential	documents.	Units	can	be	flat	packed	 
and when required, erected quickly to store large IT  
products such as PC’s, laptops and monitors or greater 
volumes of small IT consumables. Designed to store large  
volumes	of	confidential	documents	and	files.

Holds approx. 250kgs of IT hardware or confidential paper.

LARGE WHEELIE BIN
Secure	storage	of	IT	disposal	products	or	confidential	
documents. Stored outside in a loading bay or large loading 
area. For large items such as PC’s, laptops and monitors  
or greater volumes of small IT consumables. Features a 
controlled loading hatch for smaller items, meaning the  
box	can	remain	locked	and	the	content	remains	secure.

Holds approx. 400kgs of IT hardware or confidential paper.

SECURE PALLETBOX
Lockable	but	flexible,	very	secure	storage	of	IT	disposal	 
products	or	confidential	documents.	Units	can	be	flat	 
packed and when required, erected quickly to store large  
IT products such as PC’s, laptops and monitors or greater 
volumes of small IT consumables. Designed to store large 
volumes	of	confidential	documents	and	files.

Holds approx. 400kgs of IT hardware or confidential paper.

Greensafe utilise Blancco data erasure software,  
this CESG Infosec 5 approved erasure application is the 
most certified and respected data erasure software 
in the market place today. All personal or confidential 
data is wiped from your devices and a certificate is 
provided per drive for compliance and auditing. 

What if Blancco fails?  
If the device fails to be 100% data-wiped, it will be 
destroyed onsite in the caged, secured shredder.  
We can shred to 11mm, 6mm. Alternatively,  
devices can be taken offsite for incineration.

Typically our customers can request  
four types of service:
1   Onsite data erasure from our secure mobile lab

2   Onsite data erasure from within the customer’s  
  office or data centre

3  Onsite data erasure and shredding within our secure  
  mobile vehicle; which can handle both services

4  Offsite data erasure and shredding within  
  our secure head office facility.

Essentially the service: 
• Manages data security concerns by erasing  
 sensitive or restricted data onsite

•  Provides visual erasure or destruction  
 giving the customer accountability

•  Ensures no risk of data breach in transit

•  Saves time and money through efficient erasure process

• Reassures through detailed final reports and certification 

Greensafe ITAD (GSI) offer a wide range  
of onsite and offsite data erasure solutions. 
Our services are aimed at increasing data  
security, whilst reducing every risk of data loss, 
during transit to any location. Our certified 
engineers attend site with all of the relevant 
equipment; ensuring they can handle  
any potential issues. 

their philosophy is one of 
compliance and fail-safe 
procedures; ensuring a 
professional end solution. 
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Greensafe’s hard drive destruction  
and secure shredding service, ensures you  
keep your information confidential and secure.  
Our hard drive destruction services are the most 
secure and cost-effective way to permanently 
destroy your data-bearing devices.  
As a standard service we offer an industry  
leading 11mm particle shredding system  
and also have the ability to shred to 6mm  
which is MOD standard. 
Using cutting edge technology, GSI utilise shredding  
units fit for purpose. Shredding up to 3000 devices  
a day whilst conforming to the most stringent  
standards and mandates.

WHY CHOOSE MASC?
• Most certified, secure and comprehensive mobile  
 shredding solutions in the market place 

•  First mobile ADISA & CPNI certified solution in the UK

•  ISO14001, ISO9001 & ISO27001 certified

•  Approved and certified by the Environment Agency

•  Ability to process high volumes in one day

• Remote network access from Greensafe

• Fully fitted kitchen facilities

• Fully workable office space with power and wifi

• Interior and exterior CCTV monitor

• Heating and air conditioning system onboard

• Blancco storage cage

• Detailed final report and certification

Greensafe’s secure hard drive shredding destruction  
service is the most secure way to ensure your data 
destruction and data disposal processes are secure;  
whatever your line of business.  
The growing threat of identity fraud, means it is now  
more important than ever to ensure your data destruction 
and data disposal processes are secure and handled by  
a trusted and respected supplier.

Our team of security cleared personnel instill  
trust and peace of mind. All MASC solutions  
comply with the following mandates and standards:
• HMG Security Policy Framework

•  HMG IA Standard No. 5 – Secure Sanitisation

• CPNI certified process and vehicle 

•  ADISA (Asset Disposal Information Security Alliance)

•  JSP 440 Joint Services Publication

•  Data Protection Act 1998

I was able to work remotely,  
in comfortable surroundings, 
whilst keeping a close eye  
on the whole process. 
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REFURBISHMENT & UPGRADES
The Greensafe refurbishment and upgrade  
program allows customers to increase the asset 
lifecycle of their deskside IT. Once collected,  
assessments and diagnostics are run and we  
are then able to upgrade various components  
such as RAM and HDD capacity to cope with  
the demands of new software.
Once upgrades have been completed we are able to bond  
the stock in readiness for call-off by the customer at any of 
their locations. This can save money on capital expenditure 
and reduce ongoing maintenance and service costs;  
as well as disruption to the end user.

Greensafe are well versed in ensuring products are  
handled in an electrostatic-sensitive device environment, 
which enables us to give a full warranty to all IT returning  
to the desk.

IT BUY BACK
At Greensafe we specialise in IT buy back.  
The service provides a valuation of the 
redundant IT estate, based on current market 
conditions and grading of the equipment.  
This enables customers to plan budgets  
in advance and factor in resale values  
before projects commence.

MOBILE PHONES
Simply deleting data from a smartphone or 
restoring factory settings will not prevent data 
leaks. Greensafe mobile phone erasure service 
eliminates the risk of inadvertent data leaks  
by providing maximum security and a fail-proof 
audit trail for every smartphone erased.
Our Blancco data erasure report provides important  
details such as: 
• Phone name & model •   Operator details 
• IMEI code •   Storage capacity

Secure data erasure for smartphones and tablets facilitate 
the safe disposal, reuse or resale of your portable devices  
by permanently erasing all sensitive user data such as emails, 
contacts and photos. We can structure a full asset disposal 
process and seamless audit trail for all mobile phones,  
tablets and devices.

Other benefits of this process include detailed software  
audit reports; allowing reuse of licences and removal of  
any unauthorised software in use on customer networks.   
Greensafe are also able to install builds and deliver fully  
configured devices, reducing the amount of additional 
engineer handling and associated costs.

We have completed many IT buy back schemes for  
disaster recovery operations, where kit has never been 
used and is A grade. This allows for 100% resale through 
Greensafe Global and amounts to a free service with  
a financial rebate at the end of the process.

All we need to know is the make, model and specification  
of the product, along with the number of devices involved 
in the scheme and we will be able to offer a tailored buy 
back service to suit individual customer requirements.

As Crown Commercial Service Suppliers of G-Cloud9,  
we support the Government departments with Cloud 
migration of datacentres by offering IT buy back services. 
Typically, we will deliver the following services free of 
charge:- collection, asset management, data wiping/
destruction and certification. A financial rebate is then 
provided to our customer at the end of the process.

IT REMARKETING
Recycling old computers is no longer just about 
scrapping devices or diverting waste from landfill. 
IT recycling is about maximising revenue returns, 
controlling and managing risk and ensuring all 
aspects of the service are secure and approved. 
Greensafe customers are certain to receive a quality service, 
where they can be assured, all data is secure and they are 
dealing with a trusted and established partner who guides 
them through ever-changing legal and environmental 
compliance standards.

Typically, we are able to sell 80% of all ICT that is returned.  
We do this by using multiple web channels, and Greensafe 
Global, hardware specialists, have access to literally  
hundreds of sales channels around the world.   
The customer can expect a return of 70% of the  
residual value once the process is completed.

  REMARKETING PROCESS
• Initial assessment and grading of product.
• 8 point security check at data-erasure lab.  
• If product fails data-erasure it is shredded  
 to 11mm fractions.
• If product passes security checks and is  
 approved by customer for resale, it is stored  
 at Greensafe until a sale is agreed.
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WHY CHOOSE GREENSAFE 
SUPPLY CHAIN? 
•  Free site survey for large decommissioning services

• Risk-assessment and statement of works supplied

• Ability to process high volumes in one day

• Clean-down service offered as standard

• Full asset report produced with every collection

DATACENTRE RELOCATION 
(DECOMMISSION/
RECOMMISSION SERVICES)
Whether you are looking to move a single  
server or an entire data centre, you can  
trust Greensafe Supply Chain to provide  
you with the expert team that you need. 
We provide specialist IT and server relocation services,  
so whether you have two or two thousand servers to 
move, server racks which need relocating, desktop PC’s, 
plotters and printers to migrate as part of an office 
relocation, or anything else in between which is highly 
sensitive and of high value, we are here to help.

Quality cable management is vital in creating a successful  
working environment and we offer data centre cabling 
solutions to promote business success. We can also 

decommission and recommission data centres, disaster 
recovery centres or any other office building required.  
We supply and install power, fibre and data cables  
in readiness for a server migration and any technical  
refresh activities. The service is particularly in demand  
for Data Centre mi grations where there are tight 
migration windows to observe and efficiency  
is of critical importance.

Our relocation engineers have been security cleared.  
All vehicles are unliveried, are GPS tracked, are fitted  
with panic alarms, and have additional deadlocks and 
sealed bulkheads. All of our flight cases can be padlocked 
and sealed with anti-tamper seals. Secure relocations 
always have a minimum of two men to ensure your 
equipment is never left unattended.

Skilled, reliable and professional ICT staging and logistics 
solutions are the key foundations for flexible and 
successful hardware delivery and installation services. 
Whatever scope, our skilled, experienced team will deliver. 

GREENSAFE SUPPLY CHAIN 
GSC
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OFFICE RELOCATION 
Greensafe Supply Chain provide an office  
relocation service to our client base,  
that enables our customers to relocate  
IT and telecommunication equipment from  
one site to another in a secure,  
safe and controlled manner.
We work with the customer to agree a plan and timescale  
for the move. This information is agreed and signed off 
in advance. Where required, we can perform an onsite 
assessment to help identify the location of current assets.

At project commencement, each device is placed into  
a secure container, allowing units to be easily identified  
at the new location; the skilled installation engineers  
then re-install the devices as per the location plans.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
& ENGINEERING 
Many of Greensafe’s internal engineering  
and project management team have a strong  
IT services background and have come to 
us from a broad spectrum of corporate 
organisations and service integrators.
Our project managers are either Prince2 or PMP 
qualified and will be provided by Greensafe on  
projects, either on customer request, or by ourselves.  
We believe Project Managers aid the customer 
experience and smooth the outcome of larger projects. 
We carry out site surveys, risk and health & safety 
assessments, produce project plans and make ourselves 
readily available throughout the project journey.

We transport the units using security cleared drivers  
and our own fleet of vehicles; ensuring each and every 
asset can be tracked through the lifecycle of the project.

Additionally, through our experienced partner network,  
we are able to provide space planning, office refurbishment  
and redecorating, as well as the very latest in ergonomic  
space-saving office furniture.

RETURNS MANAGEMENT 
In today’s market place, consumers have a 
growing number of rights with regards to product 
return. This has become a growing problem for 
manufacturers and distributors alike who don’t 
have the infrastructure to manage this process.

The engineering team have experience of ITAD,  
configuration and build, installations, relocations, parts  
and logistics, as well as a range of decommissioning  
and recommissioning experiences.

All members of our onsite engineering and project 
management teams are SC cleared and fully aware  
and compliant of data security legislation. Whatever the 
project, we have the experience, knowledge and skillset  
to deliver on spec, on time, every time.

Greensafe are able to provide detailed information on 
product faults, as well as separate good stock from faulty.  
To support this service, we also ensure that good  
stock achieves the maximum return possible via  
Greensafe Global. We then dispose of any faulty stock 
through our environmentally friendly recycling plant.

Supply Chain Services are able to turn a potentially  
expensive, PR and logistical nightmare, into a controlled, 
informed, revenue generator for the manufacturer  
or distributor, whilst ensuring all legal and environmental 
compliances are adhered to.

Excessive inventory problems can occur from time to time,  
but through our Global division’s sales routes and sales 
networks we are able to move large volumes of stock 
throughout the world.

Finally, secure disposal of demonstration or prototype 
equipment can be crucial to maintain competitive edge  
and our returns management team will ensure the  
devices are securely destroyed.

the team at Greensafe  
were professional, 
reliable and consistent 
and the service provided 
was second to none. 
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services. We can also provide customers with dedicated 
lines, if required for a large refresh program. Our team 
of server engineers can configure your servers in-line 
with your requirements and specific build templates.

Each device processed through the department has  
a second QA check completed to ensure all builds are 
tested and verified by an independent QA Engineer, this 
guarantees we deliver the quality our customers expect.

We can provide our customers with unparalleled levels 
of expertise, knowledge and comfort that they are 
dealing with a team that has delivered these complex 
services to thousands of customers.

CONFIGURATION
The Greensafe imaging lab was designed with 
scalability in mind. With the ability to image 
350 units in unison, QA checked units can be 
delivered across the UK on a next day service. 
Our in-house deployment servers can push images  
to each node of our network. This can quickly be 
changed to accommodate bespoke customer builds, 
such as Microsoft Deployment Toolkit (MDT), Servers  
or System Centre Configuration Manager (SCCM)  
servers. The imaging lab enables our customers  
to have connectivity to the build servers 24 hours  
a day if required.

Greensafe can install VPN access to dedicated build 
servers such as SCCM and MDT deployment servers.  
Our image technicians will work with the customer 
or image consultants to design and scope the build 
and network requirements as part of our value-added 

BONDED STOCK
Greensafe have built a secure bonded warehouse to allow 
customers to store their equipment for the duration of the 
projects we are running for them. With over 900 bay locations 
we can provide next day shipping services across EMEA. 

INSTALLATION
To support our customers, we also have onsite installation 
engineers to deliver and install equipment that is stored  
and configured. This enables Greensafe to provide  
a complete end to end service for our customers.  
Once new devices have been installed to desk, we remove 
the old equipment and transport it directly to our secure IT 
recycling facility for secure processing and data erasure. 
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Greensafe Spares have created a ‘Spares 
-as-a-Service’ portfolio across the desktop,  
laptop and printer arena. The service takes 
advantage of our core ITAD business. 
We make available a huge array of spares  
to clients at very attractive pricing.  
Our model enables us to deliver spares 
on legacy, old and new kit alike, with near  
complete coverage of all brands.
Expert training can also be provided for  
desktop, printer and enterprise engineers,  
to enhance and upgrade their skillset.  
As well as on and offsite IT repairs.

SPARES - AS A SERVICE
We provide the ‘Spares-as-a-Service’ for organisations  
that have IT engineers, but do not have the infrastructure  
or logistics teams to provide cost effective IT parts/delivery  
for themselves or their clients.

We ensure customers have access to a vast array of IT  
spares from all makes and models across the IT desktop. 
The service also covers parts and consumable items on all 
printers from laser to dot matrix and label. Loan devices can 
also be provided at low cost, if we are unable to meet the 
parts delivery SLA.

Designed to meet stringent Corporate SLA’s, the service  
is able to provide the spares and logistics to meet same  
day SLA’s or next business day by 10:30am.

ENGINEERING - AS A SERVICE
Our ‘Spares & Engineering-as-a-Service’ would suit 
organisations that have no IT engineers, or perhaps  
they are sparsely populated, and therefore costs of 
travel would be prohibitive.  
With over 1,000 engineers in the UK, we can reach any 
location, with some SLA changes for the Highlands and 
Islands. We are also able to offer our service throughout 
Europe, USA and some parts of Asia and Australasia.

WHERE GREENSAFE  
SPARES CAN ASSIST:
• When technology firms need a strategic service  
 partner to manage all their desktop, laptop  
 and printer inventory needs

• Provide a trusted, service-centric,  
 vendor agnostic outsource partner

• Increase service performance  
 and enhance value proposition 

• Expand geographic reach and deliver  
 technical service skills to your customer

• Customised warehouse & distribution service

• Manage customer owned stock and/or provide  
 Greensafe stock to fulfil customer requirement

• Pick up and drop off and/or technical courier service
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WHERE GREENSAFE  
SPARES CAN ASSIST
• Managing all server, storage and networking  
 inventory and engineering needs

• Providing a trusted service-centric,  
 vendor agnostic outsource service

• Increasing service performance and enhancing  
 value proposition to the customer

• Expanding geographic reach and technical skills

• Supporting multi-vendor contracts

• Providing a customised warehouse and  
 distribution service

• Overseeing and managing ‘customer owned’ stock

• Working within a flexible PUDO – ‘pick-up drop-off’  
 service for efficient logistics delivery

• Expertise and support with import and export 

WHY USE GREENSAFE  
SPARES?
• Channel-only, non-competitive, white label  
 business model

• Multi-vendor expertise providing  
 a one-stop-shop solution

• 24x7x365 service desk providing full in hours  
 and out-of-hours support

• Up to 2hr tailored SLAs to align with market demands

• European coverage with access to global support network

• Proactive service management reporting  
 to drive continual improvement

• Single-point-of-contact through a dedicated  
 Account Manager

ENGINEER TRAINING FOR 
MULTI-VENDOR HARDWARE 
SUPPORT
Our Spares dvision also provides product training  
on both current and legacy technologies across all  
leading OEM platforms.

A key differentiator from other training is that the course  
is a mixture of classroom and lab delivery; with the 
emphasis on hands-on methodology. This allows  
engineers to learn from real world situations in the 
 lab and be confident about fault resolution for their  
customers going forward.

Ensuring engineering teams are trained and skilled to the 
most relevant and up-to-date IT systems is a constant 
challenge, in response, we have developed a wide range  
of course content that is purely focused on the needs  
of the customer and their engineering teams. 

KEY BENEFITS
• Customer defined course content and duration

• Increase first time fix levels through more informed  
 and accurate diagnosis

• Reduced service delivery costs through timely  
 call closure

• Bring outsourced support against non-core products  
 back in-house

• Remain competitive on tenders with the ability  
 to quickly upskill team members

• Competitive pricing in comparison to alternative  
 training routes

• Legacy and current product training available

• Trainers skilled with field expertise across  
 multiple vendors

As a leading ‘Spares-as-a-Service’  
specialist, Greensafe Spares provides 
customers with first class maintenance 
support across a vast array of IT 
infrastructure and datacentre equipment, 
through an Enterprise Spares & Logistics 
service. This suite of flexible support  
options provides comprehensive service 
levels that ensure maximum “uptime”;  
regardless of product or geographic location.
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ENTERPRISE SPARES
& LOGISTICS

GREENSAFE SPAREST  0800 368 7699 E  spares@greensafeit.com



GREENSAFE WASTE 
GSW

Contact us today to see how we can work with you  
to improve your collection times, costs, compliance,  
storage solutions and potentially even make you  
money for equipment that has a re-sale value.

To provide a quote we simply need to know:

•  What product types do you need us to collect?

•  What are the rough quantities?

•  Are the units palletised and shrink wrapped?

•  Do you need containers for storage?

•  What is the collection post code?
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WASTE & RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

GREENSAFE WASTE

Greensafe recognised a gap in the market, 
for a fully comprehensive WEEE waste  
and recycling service that covered the 
whole of the UK. Greensafe Waste  
is our comprehensive waste recycling  
and resource management division.
Every business (in line with the Hazardous 
Waste Regulations 2005) legally, should 
have a minimum of three separate 
containers – one for WEEE, one for lamps 
and at least one more for batteries.



GREENSAFE WASTE  
HELPS YOU WITH...
• WEEE  
 (appliances that require a plug or battery for operation)

• Lamps  
 (fluorescent tubes, gas discharge lamps and LED’s)

• Batteries  
 (all batteries governed under UK Battery Regs.)

• Cable (power and data)

• Cardboard (loose or baled)

• Polystyrene (loose or compacted)

• Plastic (loose or baled)

• Metal

• Wood (including pallets)

• Furniture

• Other hazardous waste streams (oil, aerosols, paints etc.)

GREENSAFE WASTE  
PROVIDES...
• Container solutions  
 (legally required to store hazardous waste)

• Office clearances

• Wait and load services

• Site surveys

• Advice on safe storage / compliance issues

ELECTRONIC WASTE
Every business has electrical and electronic waste and under  
the UK WEEE directive must handle, manage and control how  
and where this waste is collected, treated and reported on.  
Greensafe Waste takes care of the entire end to end process; 
removing any risk and compliance risk for your business.

FLUORESCENT LAMP 
RECYCLING
Our waste division are fluorescent lamp recycling specialists.  
We operate a full UK post code service, provide safe  
and secure fluorescent lamp containers and arrange  
deliveries and collections normally within 2-4 working  
days from receipt of request.

BATTERY RECYCLING
Our battery recycling service perfectly complements  
our other specialist services. As experts in IT and WEEE 
related solutions it is natural we provide our clients  
with a one-stop-shop. 

All companies and organisations across the UK will  
use battery operated appliances – therefore they will 
have waste batteries at some point. Be it standard  
AA’s and AAA’s (and other mixed portable batteries)  
to larger lead acids such as UPS or alarm panels etc.  
and nickel cadmium dry cells such as emergency  
lighting (industrial and automotive batteries)  
we have the solution for them all. 

OTHER WASTE SERVICES
As well as WEEE, lamp and battery recycling services, 
Greensafe Waste are well versed in providing other 
waste recycling solutions where required.  
The below list gives an idea of scope, but is not  
fully exhaustive:- 

• Cardboard (loose or baled)
• Plastics (loose or baled)
• Polystyrene (loose or compacted)
• Metal
• Furniture
• Wood
• Hazardous wastes (oils, paints and aerosols etc.)
• Items for certified destruction (product recalls etc.)
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WEEE, LAMPS, BATTERIES  
& OTHER WASTE SERVICES

GREENSAFE WASTET  0800 368 7699 E  waste@greensafeit.com

our work with Greensafe 
has enabled us to put old  
WEEE back into reuse  
rather than being scrapped.



GREENSAFE GLOBAL 
GSG

WHY CHOOSE  
GREENSAFE GLOBAL?
• Same day or next day delivery services

• Global shipping

• Reduced costs on IT hardware

• Configured to order (CTO) bespoke hardware

• Up to 3 years GSG warranty

• In-house maintenance & support services

• Fully compliant WEEE regulations – zero landfill policy

• Fully tested hardware (test reports)

• Large stock holding

• Our own onsite engineers & vehicles to install  
 and decommission hardware

• GPS tracked vehicles available

• Outstanding customer service

• Providing the full lifecycle of IT hardware in-house

• Accreditations

Greensafe Global specialises in the 
completion of the full IT hardware lifecycle. 
Buying back IT hardware, selling bespoke 
configurations, component upgrades, 
maintenance support and leasing options  
to new and existing clients across the globe.
We deal with all types of hardware and 
manufacturers; specialising in refurbished 
and end-of-life IT that can otherwise  
be difficult to source.
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GLOBAL HARDWARE 
LIFECYCLE SERVICES

GREENSAFE GLOBAL



LEASING
Greensafe offer short and long-term lease options on all  
hardware, including maintenance support, tailored to 
customer requirements. 

We have a large stock holding of refurbished and new 
products; all of which are available for leasing. If we are 
unable to provide an option from stock we will outsource  
the hardware from our network of global suppliers to  
provide a bespoke solution. Whether leasing kit for a DC 
move or for a hardware training project, our team of  
technical engineers and sales specialists will come up  
with a reliable and affordable solution. 

All rental equipment comes with standard warranty  
and flexible terms, whether for a day or a year,  
we will be able to help.

T  0800 368 7699 E  global@greensafeit.com

BUYBACK & TRADE-IN
Greensafe’s Global division offers buyback and trade-in 
solutions to all of their customers and their partners.  
All hardware that cannot be remarketed will be recycled  
– in-house - with all of the relevant accreditations and 
disposal certifications. We refurbish and remarket 80%  
of the used equipment that we buy; extending the life  
span of the hardware.

As well as buybacks, we also offer a revenue share 
solution. Global take the hardware, collect and audit  
as standard. The hardware is then stored in our secure 
warehouse, advertised and sold to our international  
customer base. The revenue, when remarketed, is then 
shared with yourselves.

Our approach is to create the most cost-effective solution  
to suit each client’s individual requirements; not a typical  
‘one size fits all’ offering. We work with clients worldwide,  
to deliver the service they need. 

MAINTENANCE
On average every 2-3 years, businesses look to refresh 
their IT equipment (servers, storage and networking). 
When an OEM decides that a product is end-of-life,  
they no longer offer maintenance support on that item. 
Whilst products may be considered end-of-life with the 
OEM, the reality is, the hardware is still working correctly. 

In this instance, OEMs generally offer two options.  
The first, to trade in your hardware and buy a complete 
new solution (very costly) or secondly, to continue to  
use your hardware unsupported. The second option  
is rarely viable. End-of-support equipment still requires 
support, to ensure any problems with your systems can 
be quickly resolved, with the minimum of disruption. 

Global offer support for EOL and EOS hardware, on all 
major manufacturers of desktop, laptop, printer, server, 
storage and networking kit. 
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BUYBACK,  
TRADE-IN & SALES

MAINTENANCE 
& LEASING

SALES
Greensafe has a 25,000ft2 warehouse with a large 
stockholding and access to global inventory; offering 
refurbished, end-of-life IT hardware; with up to  
3 years warranty. 

We specialise in quality, refurbished and end-of-life IT 
products including, but not limited to, desktops, laptops, 
printers and enterprise products. We offer up to 90%  
off the original list price. 

Our refurbished IT hardware is server, storage or  
networking hardware that has been previously used;  
most often in datacentres. When the hardware is  
refreshed and updated by the DC, Global give a buyback  
price, our engineers decommission the hardware and it  
is returned to our warehouse for processing. The units  
are checked, cleaned and fully tested. Components are  
replaced, if required, and then the unit is made available  
for resale; ensuring no hardware goes to landfill. 

GREENSAFE GLOBAL



INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES – 
DESIGN AND BUILD SOLUTIONS
Our partner specialises in delivering a complete range  
of infrastructure services that are both professional  
and reliable. They know and understand how important 
it is for their client to be a success and focus on delivering 
leading solutions for these crucial areas: 

• Cabling and containment 
• Fibre and telecoms 
• Power and UPS 
• Racks and cold aisle containment 
• Datacentre specialist 
• Heating and air conditioning 
• Security, door entry and fire alarms 

OFFICE CAD, REBUILD, 
PARTITIONING & FURNITURE
Client-focused office refurbishment and design experts; 
creating innovative and unique commercial interiors 
throughout the UK.

• Computer aided design
• Furniture procurement
• Mechanical & electrical installation
• Partitioning & redecoration

DATACENTRE HOSTING
Greensafe’s data centre partner offers intelligent datacentre 
colocation from facilities which are built in an intelligent way, 
from the ground up, to cater to the needs of customers.  
The datacentres are in the right locations – located in and 
around London’s metro – offering low latency and high 
connectivity, and are designed specifically to offer the 
flexibility modern users need.

TECHNICAL COURIER SOLUTIONS
A technical courier services team with the knowledge and 
experience to provide a managed service for a range of IT 
and technology equipment. The technical courier services 
team provide assistance and guidance at all levels and having 
forward stock locations across the UK and Ireland, supported 
by the technical courier service, enables us to provide  4, 6  
or 8 hour response and fix times.

Greensafe Partner Services offer an 
expanded portfolio of services, through  
a carefully selected and trusted company 
network of partners.
Let us help you identify the right datacentre, 
deliver an office refurbishment; perhaps  
with new furniture, or maybe a full office 
relocation, audio visual and data  
cabling with cold aisle containment. 
Whatever your requirement, Greensafe  
and the Partnership team will help find  
the best solution.
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they identified the core 
issues that needed  
tackling for our 
business to thrive. 

GREENSAFE 
PARTNER SERVICES

GREENSAFE PARTNER SERVICEST  0800 368 7699 E  partner@greensafeit.com

PARTNER SERVICES 
GSP
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